
The US Water American Revolution AR-4 Reverse Osmosis 
System is for lighter commercial applications. It uses a 
Fluid-O-Tech Pump with a heavy duty carbonator motor to 
deliver up to 1,000 gallons per days of permeate flow. It is 
highly customizable for any application.

US Water is breaking the traditional pre-packaged commercial 
reverse osmosis system mold by introducing the first 
fully-customized, built specifically for your needs, commercial 
grade reverse osmosis system. We don’t think you should have 
to buy what a company has on their shelf – we think you need 
to buy exactly what you need! Even if you are not sure exactly 
what you need, we can help you decide. A properly sized and 
outfitted system should last 20+ years. That’s what you get 
when you do it right the first time. 

US WATER SYSTEMS 
AR-4 REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM
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BENEFITS
* Quick build time – To your exact       
   specifications
* Backed with US Water’s Legendary      
   Technical Support – No one comes close     
   to our level
* Tested at the factory before shipping
* Commercial features reduce operation   
   and maintenance costs
* CE Compliant

Made in the U.S.A.

* Extra Low energy membranes operate at 80 PSI – Saves up to 50% on energy  
   costs and extends system life
* Stainless steel membrane housings – Never rust and easily serviced unlike  
   inexpensive PVC housings with clip rings
* 5 micron sediment pre-filter
* Carbon block pre-filter
* Permeate and concentrate flow meters
* 100 PSI glycerin filled pre-filter pressure gauge
* 300 PSI glycerin filled pump pressure gauge
* On/Off control switch
* Low pressure feed switch
* Feed solenoid valve
* 316 stainless steel concentrate valve
* Low lead brass rotary vane high pressure pump
* High efficiency carbonator motor
* John Guest® fittings with locking clips

* Completely customizable
* Lightweight powder coated aluminum
   frame
* Small footprint
* Easily field serviceable
* Fully assembled and tested in the USA
* 2 Year Warranty
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AR-4-500 AR-4-1000

RO Options
* High Efficiency Option – Allows up to 75% recovery
 * Concentrate Recycle Valve and Flow Meter - needle valve controls the waste water being recycled back through the RO system
* Stainless Steel Pump Option – Withstands even the harshest water
* Chemical pump outlet – For use when using an anti-scalant injection system
* PSC-150 Digital TDS/ Conductivity Monitor- allows for both TDS and conductivity monitoring


